Stranger by the Lake

A writer travels to a fabled estate and
uncovers a mystery both sensational and
deadly in master storyteller Jennifer Wildes
novel of unparalleled romantic suspense
Mystery novelist Susan Marlow visited
Gordonwood
only
once,
as
an
impressionable twelve-year-old girl, but
she never forgot the stately Victorian
mansion. When her aunt Agatha invites her
for a second visit, she meets Craig Stanton,
a devilishly attractive scholar who is
writing a history book about Sir Robert
Gordon, the legendary Victorian-era
explorer. Lady Agatha has given Stanton
exclusive access to her familys papers. But
some of those priceless documents are
missing. A series of break-ins convince
Susanand the local policethat someone is
desperate to get their hands on the Gordon
manuscripts. The disappearance of a local
girl, a suspicious death, and a body that
washes up along the Thames make Susan
realize that she might be the final obstacle
in a killers cunningly orchestrated
endgame.

Product Description. One of the most critically acclaimed films of the year, STRANGER BY THE LAKE has been
described as a modern-day Hitchcockian - 1 min - Uploaded by UniFranceDirected by Alain Guiraudie Produced by Les
Films du Worso Genres : Fiction - Runtime : 1 h 37 - 51 sec - Uploaded by peccadillopicturesIn UK and Irish cinemas
February 21st 2014 Summer time. A cruising spot for gay men, tucked - 1 min - Uploaded by Strand ReleasingFrank
(Pierre Deladonchamps) spends his summer days hopelessly searching for Summertime in France. At a cruising spot for
men, tucked away on the shores of a lake, Franck falls for Michel, but Michel has a Not every mystery is a whodunit. In
Alain Guiraudies Stranger by the Lake, a murder takes place early on, in full view of the audience and aFrank spends his
summer days at a popular cruising spot on the shores of a lake in rural France In Stranger by the Lake, director
Guirardie creatively exploits its single location, bringing out various qualities from a lakeside cruising spot and its
surroundingDrama A cruising spot for men, tucked away on the shores of a lake. Franck falls in love with Michel, an
attractive, potent and lethally dangerous man. Franck knows this - 47 minStranger by the Lake (2013) Full Film
w/English Subtitles Pt. 2. - 2 min - Uploaded by DutchRainbowTrailersFrank spends his summer searching for
companionship at a lake in France. He meets Michel
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